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PREFACE

The TADS NEEDS ASSESSMENT MANUAL was designed as a guide to
the comprehensive review of Handicapped Children's Early
Education Program (HCEEP) demonstration projects for the
purpose of identifying technical assistance needs. The
manual provides:

1. a description,- background, and overview of the TADS'

technical assistance process;

2. recommended procedures'for conducting a comprehensive
program review and identifying areas needing change;

,

3. procedures for selecting those needs or areas in
which technical assistance from TADS would be bene-

ificial;

4: guidelines for developing the tentative technfcal:
assistance alreement); and

5. procedures for sufimarizing the needs assessment
process.

It is hoped that this manualv-altrig with iti supplemental
material, willso aid in program planning and model,Oeyelop-
meat, staff development, and progress report writing.

vii
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BACKGROUND .,

In 1968 Congress created the Handicapped Ctsildren's Early
Education Program (HCEEP) with the goal of,encouragipg the,
development of local and,state services.for handicapped
preschoolers and'their families. Under the law, grants are
awarded to public and private,nonprofit agencies to establish
and operate projects for special children. These programs, .

,known as "demonstration projects," are models which other
agencies can use in developing services for their preschoolers.
The law also authorized grants to state education agencies to
develop statewide programs for young handicapped children.
These grants are called State Implementation Grants', or "SIGs."
The Office of Special Education (OSE) in the U.S. Department
of Education is charged with administering the program and
is committed to providing the resources needed to make HCEEP
as effective as poslible

TADS (Technical Assistance Development System) and WESTAR
(Western States Technical Assistance Resource) were established
and funded by OSE to provide assistance to demonstration 0

projects and SIGs. Together, these three agencies offer a
supportive environment and promote the development of a sense
of community among all of the clients receiving assistance,
who are collectively referred to as the HCEEP or First Chance
Network. TADS is a part of the Frank Porter Graham Child
Development Center at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. TADS provides technical assistance to demonstra-
tion pr jects and SIGs Iocated east of the Mississippi River,

il

excludi g Mississippi and Illinois; WESTAR, its sister agency,
serves l e Western United States.

The term "technical astistance" (TA) refers to a,particular
role that TADS and WESTAR fulfill in the HCEEP Network. The

role is that of a comprehensive, continuous, non-evaluative
helping resource. TADS and WESTAR assist HCEEP projects and
SIGs in managing their programs and accomplishing their goals
more effectivdqy through a broad range of systematic support
services. Through technical assistance, HCEEP programs have
access to expertise not available locally and to materials
designed specifically for their needs. They also have increased
opportunities to collaborate and share information with each
other. The technical assistance.services of TADS and WESTAR
are available at no cost to HCEEP programs.



OVERVIEW. TO THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CYCLE

The heart of TADS' technical assistance model is the Technical
Assistance Cycle (TA Cycle). This system for delivering services
hat five sequential, interlocking_phases as shown in the illus-
tration below.

The,Technical Assistance Cycle

PROGRAM
PLANNING

EVALUAnON
OF
ASSISTANCE

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE
DELIVERY

NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE
AGREEMENT

TADS, uses this cycle in providing Services to HCEEP projects.
is a yearly cycle. Each project participating in technical

assistance experiendes three of these cycles during its three
years as a demonstration project.

Program Planning

.Program planning is the first step'in the TA process. A project
requesting technical assistance specifies plans in each area of
endeavor, thereby ensuring that TA resources are distributed
appropriately and that emphasis is given. to the most important
parts of the program. Through this process an understanding of
the,project's program is gained; this helps determine which
components need technical assistance.
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If a project did a good job of planning when its propose\ was
written, or has good planning skills within its staff, the
program planning phase of the TA Cycle passes quickly. If

program planning_has been difficult for the project, or pro-
gram changes are necessar Y, ,technical assistance servicei
may be requested for this area and individualized services .

delivered. A "Program Planning Workguide for HCEEP Demonstra-
tion Projects" has been developed as an insttument to facilitate
planning efforts. The workguide, which has been distributed
tb all projects and needs assessors, may be used as a prelude
to the needs assessment.

(1)

Needs,Assessment

The needs assessment phase is tied very closely to the program
planning phase of the TA Cycle. TADS has determined that
needs assessment must have the,following intents:

1. A systematic needs assessment procesS is essential to
identify effectively,technical assistarice needs.

2. A needs assessmentipust occurtefore extensive individ-
ualized technical Asistance is provided.

3. Technical assistance needs can best be identified by
, a comprehensive program revtew andean,interactive process
between'the technical assistance provider and client.

4, The roles, responsibilities, and expectations for the
provision of technical asistance must be ,clarified
during the needs assessment proCess.

5. A needs assessment must estab)ish and/or enhance a
trusting relationship between the technical assistance
provider and the technical assistance recipient.

The needs assessment process as developed by TADS has three
key characteristics: (1) it is more responsive than directive,
i.e., the project takes the lead in identifying technical
assistance needs with TADS providing a structure_for systematic
examination of needs; (2) it is comprehensive, i.e., it takes
account of all parts of the Pi-oject's program and all services
that TADS can provide; and (3) it is confidential, 1.e., only
the services provided to the project are,required to be reported
to the funding agency (see Attachment 1 on page 45).

5



'Technical Assistance Agreements

The needs assessmenVprovides a list of technical assistance
needs and proposed plans for meeting those needs. The next
phase of the TA Cycle, the development of technical assistance
agreements, finalizes those plans.

The technical assistance agreement has several purposes:

.1. Clear communication. It is essential that plans for
. meeting identified needs be clearly communicated through,

a chain of people. 'Thet technical assistance,agreement
helps minimize the problems of unclear communication.

2. Task analysis. The agreement breaks the assistance
process into specific tasks.

3. Identification of responsiHlities. The activities
statements in the agreement clearly designate who is
responsible for each activity.

4. Accountability. The agreement provides a mechanism
through which each party can hold the other accountable,
since responsibilities are clearly stated in writing.

5. Orginization and development of technical aseistanoc
,reecurces. By placing needs in priority order,

, resources can be committed for the most important needs.

6. Timinp mechanism for technical assistance delivery.
Every step in the agreement is spel.led out in terms of
time, i.e., either a deadline date or some other specific

, calendar designation is indicated, allowing projects and
TADS to plan appropriately for, and schedule, technical
assistance and follow-up. .

7. Revisions in technical assistance agreements. It is
common for pribrities to change as a project progresses.
The technical assistance agreement becomes a clear
reference point for making appropriate changes in
technical assistance services.

The structure of a TADS technical assistance agreement is based
on the purposes listed above. A technical assistance agreement
States the need as determined by the needs assessment. Me
target specifies which staff members of the project will be
directly involved in the technical assistance. The focus of
technical assistance specifies which of the folloqing categories
(knowledge and awareness, skill development, product development,
or decision/change) will be the primary focus of the technical

6



assistance objective. The tectinical assistance objective
statement specifies the oecome expected of the,technical
assistance plan and includes a deadline date,- The techn cal
assistance activities section is the essence of the agree-
ment. In chronological tequence, each activity in the plan
is descrited and the rvponsibilities of both TADS and the
client ar4 spelled out-ln terms of ".who does what by when."
The technical assistance documentation section specifies the
documents and reports that TADS will collect in monitoring
the technical assistance activitiet. It does not describe
evaluation plans for assessing the impact of the,assistance.

To develop the ffnal "Memorandum of Agreement," TADS uses the
needs assessment report which includes the "Technical Assis-
tance Agreement Work Sheets" and the "Sequence of Technical
Assistance Activities." A ratification committee dt TADS is
then assemblecito review, revise, and refine -ihe agreement(s).
Sometimes TADS resources will not be sufficient to meet all
the needs identified. In this case TADS can first address
those needs that the project considers most important by using
the priorities that'have been assigned to each need. After
ratification, TADS will send the project two copies of the
"Memorandum of Agreement" for review. Once the project signs
one copy and returns it to TADS, the delivery of services can
begin. The second copy is retained for the project files

Delivery of Services

TADS provides services to projects through several delivery
mechanisms; on- and off-site consultation, project visitation,,
review and critique, information services, small group technical
,assistance meetings, printed materials, and topical workshops,

On- and off-site consultations are the most often used delivery
mechanisms. TADS recognizes the necessity of selecting appro-

. priate resource people to give assistance if quality technical .

assistance services are to be maintained. Consultants or
other resource people come from one of three groups; univer-
sities and public or private agencieft-directors and staff

members from other HCEEP projects, and TADS staff members.
When it seems appropriate, services from outside these three
groups are arranged to provide assistance to the projects.

7



Some identified needs are met each year by facilitating the
visitation of a project staff member to another project. The
rationale'for using this.technical assistance deliveri method
is based on TADS' orictie of using. the HCEEP network projects
as resources to each other. Visiting an established project
with ongoing services to children and parents proVides the
visitor.with a look at comprehensive services,and accompanying
materials and staff. Seeing alternative'early childhood models
can help a project's staff develop or reffne its ownIdel.

TADS staff members and Outside consultants, in response to
the terms of the technical assistance agreements, review and
criti ue various written documents of the projects. Such
materia s include program plans, evaluation plans and pro-

\ cedures, curriculum guides, and dissemination materials, as
well as audio-visual presentations.

1(/
Many technical assistance needs are addressed through the pro-
vision of info mation servicesi Findin9 and matching information
resources to the individual'pr ject's needs requires several
sequential steps tO ensure tha the information-provided is
useful. Several resources are, drawn upon: formal searches ,

using ERIC, other information s stems, the TADS resource library,
consultants, TADS staff, iiittré TADS file on past information
searches. r

Some of TADS' activities result in printed materials that assist
the projects 'in developing and managing their programs. These
publications are developed for wide dissemination on topics of
interest to a large segment of the HCEEP Network. A quarterly
newsletter, EMPHASIS, is published to fill the need for intra-
network commT0Eiffin.

When many clients have similar.needs, they can be addressed
in a small group technical assistance meeting. Usually, four
to twelve projects participate in these small meetings whtch
may have either a consultation or awarkness focus. A topical
workshop is another vehicle which proVides an excellent set-
.t ng for projects to share ideas tnd information with each
other; these gatherings involve a larger.nsumber of projects.

14
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Evaluation,of Tectinical AssiAtance

luation of assiStanCe plays an *portant part in the Technical
istance CyCle. Documentation and evaluation activities are

employed routinely by TADS for planning future technical assistince
, services. The information helps keep technical assistanct services
to indiviclual projects continuous and sequential, ancl assists in
tracking the effect of technical assistance services on the entire
group of HCEEP projects

descrirtion wHc'n faZiows pro-)idei a conciSe Summary of,
't.;:e' Needs Ass.essment process and products,,and may 1.)H
er*,duced for d-i:sribution..



TECHNICAL AStISTANCE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

NEEDS ASSEtSMENT: A BRIEF DESCRIPTION'

,

DEMAPTION CY NEEDS_ ipSEMENT: Needs assessment is the first step taken each
year,in the TADSapproach or the provision of tethnical assistance services, TADS
has deterMined that any form of.needS assessment must adtiress the following intents:

systematic needs assessment process is essential to identify effectively,
. .

technical assistance needt.
-

2. A needs asseSsment must occur before extensive individialiZed techeical-
assistan e is provided.

Technica assistance 'needs Can bett be identified by a comprehensive program
review a d an interactive process between technical assistance provider 4nd
client.

4. The role responsibilitiei..and expectations for the provisiOn of technical.
assistan e must be Clarified during the needs assessment process.

5. A needs a seisment must establish and/or enhance a-trusting relationship between
the techni al assistance-provider and the technical assistanceyecipient.

Using a Set of recommended procedures, a riegls assessment may be conducted by the project
staff, with or without the assistance of a rained needs assessor. It is eXpected that
this process will take approximately two days. One person on the TADS staff will be
available by phone during the scheduled two days to answer any questions that may arise.

A CII4Tles/TASKS
outlie those activities that are suggested for preparation, implentation, and follow-up

I4 TO ACCOMPLISH A NEEDS ASSESSMENT: The following sequence
em

of the needs assessment.

A. PREPARATION ACTIVITIES:

1. TADS and project director Confirm the dates that the needs assessment Will be
conducted and mho will be available at TADS.during those dates.

2. TADS mails the "TADS Needs Assessment Package" to the pi-eject and needs assessor
four weeks prior to the scheduled dates.

3. TADS contacts the project to clarify the procedures and axpectations of the
suggested needs assessment strategies.

4. The project gets Organized to implement thefiteds assessment.

B. NEEDS,ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES:

1. The needs assessorand/or the project conducts a comprehensive review of their
Program's current status using the-4cup Demonstration Project Profile." its
grant proposal, the "Model Developmentlpide," and the procedures outlined in
the TADS Needs Assessment Procedure; Manual.

. The needs assessor and/or project:staff'develo0 a comprehensive list of needs
or areas of desired change and.select.thoseneeds that.will be addressed through
assistance from TADS. This list is put in priOrity order.

. Using the Procedures outlined in the manual,: the needs assessor and/or project
staff develops a tentative technical assistance agreement by completing the
neCessary technital ass4stanie4greement work sheets.

C. FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:

T. The needs assessor and/or project sends all completed materials to TADS within
5 working days after the scheduled needt-assessment.

2. TADS reviews all the materials provided and develops a Titt oflquestions, if
any, which need clarifying.

3. TADS contacts the project by telephone to clarify,any questions and confirm the
technical,aisistance needs.

4. TAOS developt a "Memorandum of Agreement" containing the technical assistance needs
that were priprity,ranked by the project. The memorandum is then mailed to the
project for approval and signature (within two to four weeks after receiving the
project's needs assessment materials).

1 (4



SECTION I

Preparation:
Recormnended Procedures for Preparing fiw

Needs Assessment



This section orthe procedUresAanual'provides recommendations
'
for,preparation activities which should enhance the needs
assessment process. Advance planning, organization, and
prepacation are precursors to-the success of*any comprehensive
effort undertaken by any type of organization. Each reader
is encouraged to develop a preparation plan which will address ,

the activities.most important to their or.ganization or project.
The discussion below describes some )mportant preparation
activities.

DESIGNATING A NEEDS. ASSESSMENT TACILITATOR

Major responsibility for facilitating the needs assessment
0ould be assigned to one person on the project staff. Expe-
rience has shown that best results are obtained when this
facilitator is a person who has leadership responsibility
in the program, for example, the project director or coordinator.
This person iA responsible for reviewing and coordinating all ,

the preparation add implementation activities. Whoever is
chosen to act as the facilitator should have access to the
materials in this manual, the project's current proposalt
implementation plans, and other pertinent'information about
the project. The full cooperation and support of the project
and agency leadership is essential.

REVIEW THE PROJiCrS ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

Special attention should be given to the interactional efActs
'-15f organizational structure, leadership style, and the decision-

making process. Review the.project's current ordanizational.

.
chart and,assess'how it relates to the organization of the
project's, fiscal agency. This task will help set the stage'
for conducting the need*assessment. ,Just as every HCEEP
demonstration project is a part of a nationwide network of
early childhood special education programs, each project is
also part of its own agency's efforts. :An understanding of
why the HCEEP proposal was submitted, and how it relates to
other programs sponsored by the_prbject's fiscal agency, will
help put the project's efforts-in a local context.

15



The decisiOn-making process used by the project should be
identified and the person who has final authority and contrOl
should be noted. Consider the process by which financial
matters, programmatic concerns, and personnel actions a're
decided. An understanding of the decision-making process
is important, since many decisions made dui.ing needs assessment,

'may have a_major impact ori the project's operation for the
next year.

DECIDE WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE
IN WHAT PORTIONS OF THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

TADS recommends that as many of the-project staff members be
involved in as erch of the needs assessment as possible. It
may also be importantito include other agency personriel,

.

including the chief or assoCiate administrator. The benefit
of including all project staff members and selected other
agency staff is that people with different orientations oe
emphases can often provide additional insight into prOject
activities. Also, by including as many staff members as is
practical, group understanding and commitment to the project's,
goals and HCEEP purposes'is enhanced.

Consider the size of the group to be involved in the needs
,assesSment. the group exceeds eight to.ten people or if
the time commltment for the staff is too great, consider
subdividing the group. TADS suggests that all persdns be,
involved in the introductory overview poetion of the needs
assessment (see Section II, "Beginning the Process"). The
other portions of the needs assessment may involve only' those
persons who have primary responsibilities for the areas being
aiscussed., or others who will be 'directly affected by the
decisicins that are made.

16



ESTABLISH AN AGENDA

From TADS' previous experience, conducting needs assessments
takes.approximately two days. Allocate approximately one to
One-andra-half, hours on the first day for the introductory and'
overview discussion. The second major section- bt the agenda;
comprehensive program reviet,Osee Section II), will take
approximately four to seven hours and should be completed, or
be very near completion, by the end of the first day. The
third,section, selection of needs and development of teChnical
assistance agreements (see Section III, will take together
approximately three to five hours. Each day should begin wtth
a brief, 15- to 30.minute review of the tasks to be accomplished
for that day. Schedule three or more breaks during each day,
not including lunch. TADS strongly recomiena schedUling and
taking these breaks, since conducting a needs assessment can
be intensive. At the end of each day's activities, conduct a
summarization and review for approximately 30,minutes. Figure
Lprovides a sample agenda.

Figure 1

lad, AGENDA FOO CONDUCTING A TADS NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1 ' '2 hours -- INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW:
1/2 hour--- REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION

DSE: HCEEP: TADS and Needs Assessmenti
Purpoees and Benefits. Ond The Projec 1 hour - SELECT NEEDS BEST ADDRESSED WITH A
- Major Goals and Objectives, Staff TADS
Roles, and Program Comnonents

15 minutes -- BREAK.

1 hour -- DEVELOP TWATIVE TA:AGREEMENTS: Needs Staten4nt.

Focus, Target(s), Deadlines, and Objectives(%)
,

1 hour -- LUNCH
,

.

FIRST DAY - INTRODUCTION AND PROGRAM awl/ EVELOPMENT.OF TENTATIVE TECHNICALNEVIEW
SSISTANCE AGREEANTS

I5 r"hutes -- BREAK

!STANCE FROM

2 hours PROGRAM REVIEW: Services for Children
and Parents Components

' hour -- LUNCH

1 1/2 hoJrs PROdRAM REVIEW: Staff Development
and Demonstration, Dissemination,
and Conluation Components

.inuteS -- BREAK

.,our PROGRAM DEVIEW: Administration and
Management Component

' '2 tr 1 hour SUMMARY AND REVIEW: Develop List
of Areas of Desired Change for
Forthcoming Year and Check for
Completeness

1 1/2 hours -- DEVELOP TENTATIVE TA AGREEMENTS: Select TA
Activities, Sequence Activities, and Provide
Qualifying Comments

15 minutes -- BREAK

1 1/2 hours -- SUMMARY AND REVIEW: Review All Tentative TA
Agreements for Completeness and Clarity. Re-

I

kiew."Next Steps," Summarize Entire Two Days,
and Complete TADS Evaluation Forms

17



SELECT THE TIME AND,LOCATION
A

11

»

The needs assessment facilitator should confer with all those

involved to select the calendar dates which afford the best
opportunity for involvement by the most people. Consider

the availability of any outside consultants, such as the TADS-

trained needs assessor and agency leadership personnel.
Every effort should be made to ensure that each, person partic-
ipating in the needs assessment has cleared his or her calen-
dar and substitutes are arranged for as necessary.

The needs assessment facilitator should select a Comfortable
working environment which provides adequate space for writing
and revtewing materials. A s'eating arrangement which facilitates

,
group discussion, such as a round or conference-style table,'

should be used.

CLARIFY ROLES AND EXPECTATIONS

Clarify with the staff the roles they are to play during

the needs assessment process. There are several ways this

may be accomplished: schedule a short staff meeting on the'
topic or include the topic in a regularly scheduled meeting;
assess the project staff's perceptions and expectations, and
provide information when necessary; and provide all project
staff with written pre-meeting information. Review the
decision-making process of the project which was discussed

earlier. Familiarize staff members with the value of an
annual needs assessment, emphasizing that (1) an annual
program review/needs assessment can be very helpful in estab-

lishing or reaffirming goals and getting group'commitment,
(2) a comprehensive program review helps the entire staff see
the program as a cohesive entity, (3) the review procedures
and resources in this manual provide an outside reference for
expectations, and (4) this needs assessment provides an
opportunity to open lines of communication. Explain to the

staff that a qualitative/comparative program evaluation is
not an expectation. While resources and procedures described
in this manual do provide an opportunity to review and reflect
on the strengths and weaknesses of the project, an absolute

comparison standard is not set forth.



PROVIDE PRE-MEETING' INFORMATION

Once the needs assessment facilitator has been selected, an
agenda established, and the dates selected, TADS recommends
the following materials be provided to each person who will
be involved in the needs assessment:

1. A copy of the developed agenda which also indicates
the dates ind location of the meeting rooms.

2. Alcopy of the one-page description of a needs assessment,
titled "Needs Assessment: A Brief Description."

3. A list of roles and expectations for the project's needs
assessment.

4. A copy of the 'HCEEP Demonstration Project Profile."

5, A copy of the "HCEEP Model Development Guide."

6. A copy of the project's goals and objectives from the
current program proposal.

Once the above preparation activities have bein comptged, the .

project-staff members are ready to begin the actual- needS
assessment process.

j.

4111
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SECTION II

Program Review
Recommended Procedurei for Conducting a

Comprehensive Needs Assessment/Program Review



This section of the manual recommends procedures for conducting
a comprehensive program review of the project's status as it
relates to current accomplishments, projected accomplishments,
and tasks to be completed during the year ahead. The major
outcome of this process is the development of a comprehensive
list of areas of desired.change or need. As was indicated in
Section I, this program review consumes the major portion of
th9 first day or may even extend into the second day of the
two-day needs assessment,.

IBEG4NNING THE PROCESS

As was indicated in thevareparation section of this manual,
the first iteM of the needs assessment agenda is'an vVerview
of`TADS, the Office of Special Education (OSE),' HCEEP, and
needs wessment. Information Obout all of these topids is
contained in the "Introduction" section of this manual. The
needs assessment facilitator should review this.background
information and present a.synopsis to all thpse involved in
the needs assessment. .(Nqp: If a TADS-trained needs assessor
is facilitating the needs assessnient, this presentation may be
made by'that person. The needs assessor Will alto be respon-
sible for assisting with all other needs assessment activities.)

/tun addition to this background informatton, there are several
other topics which should be discussed during the introductory
time on the first day of the needs assessment. Discuss the
spetiific rationale for conducting the needs assessment. This
discussion should include the specific purposes and benefits
of a needs assessment which apply to the project. Review briefly
the major program'components or divisions, staff roles, and the
major goals/objectives of the project as they are currently
being implemented. The discussion should include how each of
the project's program components fits under the five components
in HCEEP Demonstration Project Profile (see Attachment 2 on
page 49). The five components of the Pmfile are:

" 1. Services for Children - This component identifies the
tasks related to providing services for the project's
children, both direct and asupplementalle,, locating,
screening, and admitting children; IEP development;
curriculum development; classroom procedures; and so
forth).
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2., Services for Parents - This component identifies the
tasks related to the project's program for parents,
other family members, and/or primary caretakers.

3. Staff Development - This component identifies tasks
related to the professional development of the project
staff. The distinction should be made between this -

component and training programs ,that the project may
be planning or imOlementing for other professionals
not on the project staff.

4. Demonstration, 'Dissemination, and Continuation - This
component identifies tasks related to the projeft's
plans fori impacting on people outside of the project
(e.g., the community-at-large, state-level decision-
makers, and other professionals). It also identifies
tasks that deal With continuation funding beyond the
three years of OSE iupport.

5. Administration and Management - This component identifies
tasks related to the overall organization, administration,
and manageffient of the project, including proglipm planning;
personnel matters, physical arrangements; financial
administration, evaluation planning, record keeping,
report writing, the advisory board, and coordination with
other agencies.

Of course, the final task to be addressed during the introduction
phase is to review all the tasks/activities on the agenda and who
will be participating in which activities.

-1 PROGRAM REVIEW RESOURCES

There are three resources which should be used to assist the
project staff in conducting a comprehensive program review.
These resources are:

1. HCEEP Demonstration Project Profile: A Needs Assessment
Instrument developed by the staff of TAOS and HESTAR
(V7e7F'teret this instrument will be referred to as the

,Protile, see Attachment 2 on page 49).

2. HCEEP Model Development Guide develo41104 Dr. Qavid J.
Rostetter, HCEEP Project Officer in t Office of Special
Edueation (see Attachment 3 on page 89).
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3. The Project's current grant proposal which describes
goals, objectives, and implementation plans.

All of these resources are similar since they all have the common
purpose of specifying plans and procedures for the development'of
an HCEEP demonstration project; yet each resource document has
some unique information or recommendation.

Using the HCEEP Demonstration Project Profile

The Profile should provide an extensive review of the project.
Prior to reading the supplemental instructions listed below,
briefly review the general instructions and tasks which are
contained in the Profile itself.

Understanding the Items on the Profile. Each item on the
Profile represents a specific task that most HCEEP demonstration
1)71531aS may need or want to complete by the end of the third
year of funding. Every item in the Profile is not relevant to
every project. The intent of the language in each item is to
capture those tasks which are applicable to all HCEEP Demonstra-
tion Pivjects, tvery effort should be made to relate conceptually
the items to the individual project's goals and objectives.

.
Adding Items/Tasks.. Since each Project is unique, space is

provided at the end of each section to describe other tasks
that the project intends to complete but are not included in
the Profile. If additional space is needed, pages may be added.
These Additions are rated just as other items are rated. -N

Understanding the three phases in each component of the
Profile. The Profile has five components, and each component

phasiT7-76hceptualqation, Implementation, and
Evaluation. These stand for three distinct aspects of program

development. Conceptualization refers to the planning phase
of program development. Tasks in this phase focus on developing,
clearly delineated plans And procedures, and also on capturing
those plans in writing. For example, item nufter 6 in the
"Services for Children" component of the Profile indicates that
"the pro ect has a written statement of and or clearly delineated
plans procedures for admitting children into the program
(inducing established admission criteria)." Implementation
re rs to tasks involved in carrying out the plans of the project.
For example, item number 21 in "Services for Children%indiCates
that "the project has admitted and is currently serving the
number and type(s) of children specified in its plans." Some
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implementation asks are "one-time" in nature, but most are
ongoing for the:life of the project. Evaluation refers

vj.
pecifically-to data collectioh tasks for each component. For

example, item number 33 in the "Services for Children" component

indicates,that "data are being collected to document that 4he
criteria for selection of children for project services have
egen established and are being followed." As may be noted,

some tasks appear in both the conceptualization and the imple-

mentation phases. It may be helpful to keep the following
distinction in mind: conceptualization.tasks ask, "Do you have
plans?" while implementation ones ask; "Are you carrying out
your plans?" It may be helpful to move back and forth freely
between the two phases while working through each component.

Understanding hbw program evaluation tasks are treated in
the Profile. Program evaivation is not a separate program
component In the Profile as are, for example, "Services for

'Children" and "Staff'Development." Rather, the suggested data
for documentation for each program component are addressed by
the tasks in the evaluation phase of that component. Additionally,

the process of developing and carrying out an evaluation plan is
addressed in the "Evaluation Planning" section of the "Adminis-
tration and Managementt component. Looking at ItrIets of tasks
will provide a review of the project's evaluation plans and
activities.

1 1

Understanding and using the Profile rating scale. 'The scale

used on the Profile was designed to provide a project with several

types of information:

1. Which tasks'are relevant tp(the project and Which are not.

2. .What is the current stay of each task.

3. Which tasks need to be addressed during the current
funding year.

4. Which tasks may require technical assistance and which
may not.

Every task in the Profile is 'not relevant to every project;
therefore, the first step in rating one is to determine if it
is something the project needs to do.
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Rating the projecOs current Status on each task requires, a
judgment,as to whether It is completed or not. Some suggestions'
for makjng those judgments follow. .When rating a Conceptual-
ization Ipsk consider it complete if a clear set ofplans and

,procedurft has been developed, even,if those plans could change
based uporiturther,experience. However, if those.plans are.not

written and should be, rate the task partially completed until
the plans have been capture&in writing. Whenating an
implementation task considerAt complete if all'p ans and pro-
cedures tre operational, eveg though'they may actuarty continue
for some time. However, if sOme aspect of the plats has not
occurred yet, rate the taik partially completed. When raring
evaluation tasks consider them complete when data collect on
procedures are fully operational and all data has been collected %

as planned to date.

Each task on the Profileithat is judged to be relevant ta,the
project must actuiliTE rated twice. The first rating 93ows
the current status of the task, and the second shows the desired
status at the end of the current funding year. Both ratings
for each task are to be made before consideration of the next 3

-one. Any desired change in staUs is to be noted as a project
need for the year, but not necessarily as a technical assistance
need. 'Hlost project needs can be met through a pebject's own
staff and resources. , How ver, if it is determined that the
project may need !outside" assistance to bring about the desired
change in status, then the task is to be marked as a t chnical,
assistance need. Attachment,4-Of page 97 is an exampl ,of

I

rated page,from the Profile. Seevbh III, "Agreements,".will
descObe how to dete--IWTAich needs are best addresselwith
assiitance from TADS.

SIernmarizintheTalltifiedonthePrelle. After the

inttP;-e-J-7rofiliTh4f7b4erated,theHCEEPAWnoirstration Project
Profilegraii:y Page (Attachment 5 uriiiwro-1) may then be com-
pleted according to the directions on the form. This summary
page can providd a visual representation of how all tasks
identified as having the status of "desired change" may cluster
(including tasks to be addressed with or without "outside" help).
These clusters may be across program components (Services for
Children, Parents, etc.) and/or across program development phases
(conceptualization, implementation, and evaluation). If a cluster
is obserifed, then a general area of desired cheNe may be indi-
cated. For example, if many task numbers are circled in the
evaluation phase across most of the program components, then one
area of desired change may be selecting and gathering the appro-
priate data to document the program activities in designated
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areas. Another examOle could be, if task numbets assotiated
with IEP's are circled in the "Services for.Children" component
across all three program development phases, then this area of:
desired Change coulci be' listed as TEP development; implementation,
and evaluation.

Using the HCEEP Model Develbpment Guide'.

The HCEEP Model Development Guide (Attachment 3 on page 89)
was developed by the Office of Special Education's HCEEP section
to provide an approximate time sequence of activities necessary
for development of an educational model.. The Guide is divided
into six-month intervals for the full three-yehr funding cycle.
As may,be noted bn the Guide, there are.eight "model components"
(e.g., conceptualization, target population, and ihtervention).
These components serve as project foci and are developed through
a specific set of processes, termed "management functiont" (e.g.,
program planning, program implementation, program evaluation,,
and modification). As may be noted, the various tasks specified
in the Guide are 'similar to tasks.spettejked in the Profile
(see previous discussion). flit Gbide is organized differently
from the Profile and provides a time sequence;" therefore, the
-Wide mayWpful in identifying additional tasks that may
need to be addressed by the project and may also provide an idea
of when-the task Should be addressed.

Using the Project's Grant Proposal

The project's original grant proposal is a Very important reiource
to use during a program review/needs assessment. It is this
document which specifies the exact plans and procedures that the
project will pursue during the three years of funaing from HCEEP,
Grapt proposals usualty contain goals and objectives, descriptions
anoPjustifications for program activities, a timetable for imple-
mehfation, and other important information. During the program

review,' carefully analyze the program plans as described in the '

proposal to ensure that all tasks that need to be cpmpleted for
the upcoming year have been discussed. This analysis, probing,
and discussion of the grant proposal will help ensure that every
important aspect of the project has been addressed.
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AREAS OF DESIRED pANGE

The list of aZZ the tasks identified during the program review
could be quite extensive. It is important to cluster the tasks
into areas of common concern to make the list more manageable.
The following suggestions may be helpful in collapsing thel tasks
into Areas of Destred Change.

Oilly those tasks which the project is going to pursue during
the current year (12-month period) should be listed. The' method

previously described for summarizing'the tasks identified on the
Profile should be used. Once all the tasks identified have been
reviewed, they should be grouped actording to their focus. For,

example, there are a number of individual items in all three
program review resources which deal with the curriculum for the
intervention population (e.g., curriculum selection, acquisition
of curriculum materials, curriGmlum approach adopted and refined).
These tasks could all be listed under one area of desired change
"overall curriculum development and implementation." Finally,
the list should be divided into two pirts:

1. Those areas of desired change that can be addressed by
the project staff members themselves.

. Those areas of desired change that may require outside"
assistance.

Keep in mind that TADS is not the only "outside" resource that
may be used to address a technical assistance need.or area of
change. Some examples of other resources that may be used are:
the OSE staff, especially the project officer; local consultants;
and other persons within the project's agency.

The following section, 6Agreements," discusses (1) ways to
determine which areas of desired change/project needs are best
addressed with assistance from TADS and (2) how to select and
spetify the services desired.
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SECTION III

Agreements:
Recommended Procedures for Developing Tentative

Technical Assistance Agreements
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This section of the manual provides procedures for (1) selecting ,

those needs or areas in which technical assistance is desired;
(0 refining the selected needs into technical assistance need
statements; (3) arranging the technical assistance needs in
priority order from most important to least important; and (4)
developing a plan to address each technical assistance need
(a tentative technical assistance agreement), including the TA
objective and the activities/strategies for meeting that objective.

IDENTIFYING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS

When the tasks in the Profile were rated during "Program Review,"
a list of needs was delF1FrEiii, and those needs'requiring "outside"
assistance were pinpointed. 'After reviewing the technical .

assistance needs, the neXt step ii to decide which needs can '

best be addressed by TADS. The following information should. be
'kept in mind when deciding what TADS' involvement should be.

1. The nature of each need, including the tasks which would
address the need and the time and resources that would
be committed to meeting the need. If a particular need
is extensive and requires a major commitment of time,
effort, and resourcei, TADS may only be able to address
a portion of the need.

2. The relative importance of the need to the project.
Consider whether the need is (a) critical (essential to
the success of the project), (b) important (but not
critical), or.(c) desirable (but not necessary to the
success of the project).

3. Other resources the project has, ,both in terms of money,
to purchase "outside assistance and the availability
of local resources that may be obtained at no cost (or ,

perhaps through exchange of services). Consider how a

need may be addressed through a combination of TADS and
other resources.

4. The best time for the assistance to be delivered. If
, the assistance is needed immediately (within the next

six to eight weeks), then TADS is probably not the best
resource. The process of identifying, matching, scheduling,
and preparing for an individualized technical assistance
service takes time, usually six to eight weeks from the
time of tht final .negotiated request. (Note: A small
number of urgent requests can be handled.)
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5. The types and ranges of individualized services that
TADS can provide. (See below.)

6. The maximum assistance that TADS can provide and the
approximate number of needs that an,average agreement
contains. (See below.)

TYPES AND RANGE OF
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES PROVIDED BY'TADS

The assistance TADS provides to projects may beAivided into
two basic groups: (1) individualized services which are nego-
tiated and facilitated through the use of the Technicpl'Assistance
Agreements; and (2) other types of services which are not
contained in agreements (e.g., TADS- and WESTAR-developed printed
materials, newsletters, and topical workshops).

9

Choosing individualized services to be contained in Written
agreements is of primary interest here. TADS'can provide assistance
in any of the tasks contained in the HCEEP Demonstration Project
Profile. 'Keep in mind that TADSsdraws its technical assistance
resources from a large ,pool of consultants and programs across the
country. Also, TADS' assistan(ce is, provided at no cost; The
services of TADS can be provided in the follOwing ways:

ON-SITE CONSULTATION - This delivery strategy lows a
consultant(s) to visit a project and address an individual
need. A systematic approach is used to prepare,,implement,
follow up, and summarize the cOnsuliation.

2. OFF-SITE CONSULTATION - This delivery strategy is basically
the same as on-site consultation; the difference is that
a designated person(s) from a project staff visits the
consultant.

3. PROJECT VISITATIONe- This strategy involves one or more of
a project staff visiting an established program which has
ongoing services in order to observe the delivery of'
comprehensive or specialized services, to interact with
Some or all of the visited program's staff, and to review
and observe projram-developed materials and physical
facilities.

4. SMALL GROUP TECRNICAL ASSISTANCE MEETINGS - This delivery
strategy provides the opportunity to combine a positive
aspeCt,of group meetings--the opportunity to share and
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solve problems as a group--and the major benefit of I

individualized consultation--the opportunity to work
on a specific need with an individual resource person.
To maintain the small group atmosphere, between 5 to
7 projects with a stmilar need are usually involved in
a meeting. Consultation is provided in groups and
individually. Each year a litt of.proposed small gi.oup
meetings is distributed,with the Needs Assessment

. ,
kskage. ,

RETIEW AND CRITIQUE CONSULTATIONS - This strategy employs
a consultant to review and critique a pnaduct in develop-
ment and to provide a written report indicating recommen-
dations. The product may be in either a first draft/
planning stage or nearing the final draft when the review
and critique is provided.. Products benefitting from such'
reviews include written documents (e.g, program plans,
brochures, evaluation plans, and curriculum guides) and

multi-media packages (e.g., sltdetapet, videotapes, and
other media presentations).

6. INFORMATION SERVICES This delivery stritegy involves
finding and matching information'resources to an identified
need. Information resources include previously developed
annotated bibliographies, individualized computer litera-.

ture searches, sample materials foPlieview purposes, and
referrals for other information. This strategy does not
include the purchase of materials by TADS for the project.

DETERMINING THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
TO BE DELIVERED BY TADS

Past experience indicates that, for any project, TADS is usually
able to support assistance for three to five neede with their
associated actiVities. The extent of services requested to
address an individual need as well asithe type of delivery
mechanism chosen will affect the number_of needs that may be
addressed. For example, the costs of providing small group
technical assistance meetings are relatively high. If that delivery
strategy were chosen for all the needs in a technical assistance
agreement, only two needs could be addressed.

The TADS staff members bear the primary responsibility for costing
the agreement and ensuring that there will be resources available
when the time comes for the assistance. If it is necessary to
change the number of needs that TADS can address, the project
will be contacted to negotiate the change.
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TENTATIVE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS

The "Tentative Technical Assistance Agreements" are the final
product of the needs assessment. They provide the.basic infor-

/ tation that wt11, be used to develop the "Memorandum of Agreement"
(Attachment 6 on page 106). This, agreement is between a project
and TADS and describes, as clearly as possible, the technical,
assistance services to be delivered by TADS. Since the information
contained in these agreements must be communicated to several
persons (the,project staff, TADS TA Coordinator, and ultimately,
the peeson who will be ,providing the assistance), it is imperative

. that the individual agreements be logically and clearly written.

A Tentative Technical Assistance Agreement,consists of two forms
for each identified need: (1) the "Technical Assistance Agreement
Work Sheet" and (2) "Sequence of Technical Assistance Activities"
(Attachments 7 and 8 on pages 111 and 115).

Each form has a bOI at the top called the "Need Priority Number."
This number tndicates the importance of a specific technical
assistance need in relation to others. All technical assistance
.needs requested to be addressed with assistance from TADS must
be rank-ordered from most important (#1) to least important.
The rank order allows TADS to address those needs the project
considers most important, in the-event that TADS cannot address
all the technical assistance needs a project requests. The

need priority number of the sequence of activities-work sheet
should be the same as the number of its corresponding technical
assistance agreement worksheet. If there are several needs to
rank (more than five) it is suggested they be rank-ordered before

developing the agreement. Otherwise the needs'Can be rank-
ordered after the development of the tentative technical assis-
tance agreements.

Note: The priority ranking is not necessarily the ,chronolOgical
order for the completion dates of the objectives.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT WORK SHEET,

ihe Technical Assistance Agreement Work Sheet is one of two
major forms that facilitates the development of the Memorandum
-of AgreeMent between the project and TADS. A quick review of
that form (Attachment 7 on page 111)would be most helpful before
reading the explanation of the work sheet.'s components.

I. NEED STATEMENT. Each Need Statement should correspond to one
of the needs, lreviously selected tO be addpessed with assistance
from TADS. Each Need Statement should begin with the words
"assistance in" and then be completed with a general statement of
the project's need.

II. FOCUS OF' TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. The Focus of Technical Assis-
tance is defined as the one outcome that is most important for
addressing thostated technical assistance need. Each objective
that is to be listed should have only ONE focus, even though the
assistance described in the agreement could have more. If there
is going to be more than one objective, indicate which focus
goes with which objective (i.e., objective number one's focus
shouid be identified by placing a number "1" in the blank before
the appropriate focus). The four possible foci are:

1. Knowledge and Awareness. The result of the technical
assistance is that the identified target(s) (explanation
of target[s] follows) will have new information to use
in planning and implementing some aspect of the program.

2. Skill Development. The result of the technical assistance
is that the target(s) will have the'ability to do some-
thing; for example, write a behavioral prescription, or
'ute sensory integration techniques.

3.- Product Development. The result of the technical assis-
tance is that the target(s) will have a specific product
that can be used (e.g., a slidetape, evaluation plan, a
parent activities manual).

4. Decision/Change. The result of the technical assistance
is that the target(s) will make a decision about some
portion of the program (e.g., select an assessment
procedure, revise a previously developed evaluation-plan).
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III. TARGETS FOR.TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. List by title the staff
member(s) who is the primary recipient(s) Of the technfcal
assistance. The targets should not be the children in the.
program, their parents, or decision makers; they are.the projec
targets, and while TADS activities may.affect them indirectly,
they are not targets of TADS. technical assistance.

IV. DEADLINE(S). List one date (month, day, and year) fo,r the

1
,completion of each objective. If there is more than one
objective, indicate which dat goes with which objective.
Please note that this deadline is a completion date for accom-
plishment of the objective. T erefore you sivuld allow time
for your identified target(s) to process information, try out
new skills developed, and so forth. The general time frame of

assistance from TADS is from NOVEMBER 1 TO JUNE 30 of each year.

V. TECHNICAL. ASSISTANCE.OBJECTIVE(S). Using the objective
formula listed on.the form, develop a precise statement of what
the technical assistance should accomplish. There should be one
(perhaps two) objective(s) for each technical assistance need.
The objective may not necessarily address the entire need, but
it should address a portiOn of the need or change the, need in
some way. If you have listed a number of tat-gets, you may wish,
to use the phrase "designated project staff"; for example, "By
March 15, 19--, the designated project staff will develop an
evaluation plan that specifies the data to be collected and
timelines for collection, and outlines the statistical analysis
procedures to be used for the services for children component."

VI. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES. Select the most appropriate
technical assistance delivery method or a combination of methods
to address the,need. The previously discussed information,about
each delivery strategy and the following discussion should help
in the decisions:

1. Information Services. This type of delivery strategy is
appropriate when one or more staff members need more
information before they can adequately proceed to another
activity. ,In the majority of circumstances, information
services are useful if the focus is knowledge and awareness.

2. On-Site Consultation. This delivery strategy is useful
when one on more targets have been identified. Receiving
assistance Ifhrough an on-site consultation is appropriate
when any of the ,four foci have been selected. Most
Consultations involve only one consultant who will visit
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a project for a relatively short period of time--one to
three days. Therefore, the tasks described in the
technical assistance plan should be accompliihable
within these parameters. An advantage of thfs delivery
strategy is that the consultant can meet with a number
of staff members simultaneously.

3. pfy-Site Consultation. This strategy has some of the
same qualities as an on-site consultation. Two other
factors which make this an appropriate strategy to
select areL _(a) when the potential consultant has
limited travel time allowances, and (b) when the consul-
tant would need access to a variety of reseurces and
materials which would be difficult to transport. Only
in limited, circumttances will it be possible for more
thankone person on the staff to traveltwith TADS support.

4. Project Visitation. If addressing the need involves
observation of an ongoing program or skill'training which
requires 'materials And resources not available at a project,
then a visit to another site is appropriate. The fbci of
knowledge and awareness and skill development are most
appropriate for this strategy. Travel can be supported,
by TADS for one or two staff members.

5. Review and Critique ConsuZtation. Any number of staff may
be targeted for this strategy. The foci which are most
appropriate for this delivery strategy are decision/change
and product develoOment. To select this strategy, a
project must have some written or audiovisual subject
matter which needs a consultant's review and critique.

6. Small Group Xechnical Assistance Meetings^ This strategy
provides an excellent opportunity for group problem-
solving with colleagues, information-sharing, and some
individual consultation. Usually TADS will only be able
to support one person from a staff to travel to a small
group meeting. (A list of proposed Small Group
Technical Assistance Meetings is included in the Needs
Assessment Packa9%_)



SEQUENCE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES WORK SHEET

VII. SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES. The Sequence of Attivities work
sheets provi e precise, detailed, sequential descriptions of
the steps to be taken to meet each technical assistance objective.
The primary purpose is to provide in chronological sequence the
specific calendar dates for the 'completion of each activity, and
the number of days of assistance and visits requested. A separate
sequence of activities sheet exists for each type of TA activity
(see example of sheet for on-site consultation in Attachment 0.
All six types of the sequence sheets have the same format an4r
show the steps involved in carrying out a particular type of TA
activity.

Select the sequence sheet from the Needs Assessment Package which
corresponds to the type of technical assistanCe activity chosen
for the TA need, and follow'the directions on the sheet. If more

than one objective was developed, complete a separate sequence
sheet for each objective. An extra 4pace -ex-i-s-t-sont-nefo-rm to

'alTbw for individualization of the activity sequence by adding
more activities, or by rearranging the existing ones. An exampl,e

of an activity that you may wish to add is the development of a
written plan that would bg sent to a consultant,prior to the, '

consultant's visit. AP

The deadline selecte4 for the completion of each TA objective
should guide the selection of specific dates for each activity

in the sequence. Use the deadline of the TA objective as a
beginning point, and then "backchain" the timeline using the
suggested time fradies between activities. If a combination )

of delivery methods was chosen to address a technical assistance

need, lay out the total plan using the appropriate sequence of
activities work sheets.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS, QUALIFICATIONS, AND OTHER INFORMATION.
Use ,this additival space to,list any information that will be
helpful to TADS in assistitig with this technical assistance plan-,
for example: specific content areas, skills, expertise needed
by consultant; specific program to be visited; or recommended

or requested consultant.

./1
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SECTION IV

'Summary and Evaluation

I.



Closure to the Needs Assessment is achieved by summarizing the

process and returning the appropriate.materials to TADS. This

fourth and final Section describes what needs to be done and,how.
4

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUMMARIZING

The "Needs Assessment Summary Report" form (see Attachment 9 -on

page 119) is to be completed by the project and returned to TADS.

In the section of that form labeled Iproject's Needs Assessmerit
Facilitator," the name and title/position of the project staff
person who had primary responsibility for facilitating the needs

assessment shouM be listed (e.g., Mary 'Smith, Project Director).

The Needs Assessor, if one was present, should be listed on the

designated line. The names and titles of cat people on the
staff who were involved in the needs assessMent are to be

included. In the agenda section, list the major activities
that were conducted and the time of day each was accomplished.

For example:

November 6, 19--

$

8:30 - 9:00 Introduction and Overview of
Needs Assessment

9:00 - 10:00 Reviewed Services for Children
Program'Activities

(etc.)

November 7, 19--

9:00 - 9:15 Reviewed the Day's Agenda

9:15 - 10:30 Selected the Needs to be Addressed
and Developed the TA Objectives

(etc.)

If a written agenda for the tWo days was developed which accurately

reflects the days' schedules, it may be attached in lieu of com-

'pleting the agenda section.

EVALUATION

Each Project and needs assessor should complete an "Evaluation

of Needs Assessment" forth. This foft, which is enclosed with

- the supplemental material, probes for accomplishments of the needs

assessment, client satisfaction with needs assessment, and other 1

outcomes which may have been generated by the needs assessment

process.
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MATERIALTS441.BE 'RETURNED TO TADS

Prior to mailing the materials listed below, COPIES SHOULD BE
MADE OF ALL DOCUMENTS. This precautionary measure is strongly.

, recommended, since items are sometimes lost in the mail.

THESE MATERIALS ARE TO BE RETURNED TO,TADS IN THE ENVELOPE
PROVIDED:

1. A copy of the completed HCEEP Demonstration Project Profile
and Summaryl'age.

2. All completed copies of the Technical Assistance Agreement -

Work Sifets.,-

3. All completed copies of-the Sequence of Technical Assistance
Activities. These should.be attached to corresponding TA
AiFiFia-Work Sheet.

4. The completed Needs Assessment Summary Report.

5. The cOmpleted Project Evaluation Of Needs Assessmen0form.

NEXT STEPS

Once the needs assessment materials have been received by. TADS,
they will be reviewed,to ensure their clarity. The project's
Technical Assistance Coordinator at TADS will call the project
within three working days after the receipt of the materials, .
and will address'any questions. Once the tentative agreements
have been clarified, the TA Coordinator will develop a "Memorandum

, of Agreement." This memorandUm will receive a thorough "in-house"
, review to check for clarity once again and to ensure that TADS'
resources will be available to provide, the assistance requested.
The Associate Director of TADS for Services to,Projects will then
sign the agreement and it will be mailed 1,o the project for
approval and signature. Unless special arrangeMents have been
made with the TADSJA Coordinator, TAOS will not begin technical

, assistance services described in the agreements until the "Memoran-
dum of Agreement" has been approved, signed, and returned. Two

copies of the "Memorandum of Agreement/Technical Assistance Agree-
mept" are then sent to OSE along with the "Needs'Assessment
Summary Report."

nease Note

TADS TA Coordinators ah available for telephone consultation/
clarification during the Needs Assessment process for projects
engaged in self-assessment and those with an external Needs Assessor
on-site (Collect calls will be accepted at 919/967w9e2t.)

,941..-Geo/
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ATTACHMENT 1

HANDLING OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

45



HANDLING OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

'One of the principles of the TADS prOgralo is the maintenance
of confidentiality betweeniTADS and the programs that TADS '

,serves, In Oddition, OSE has acknowledged the importante
-ofitbfrprinefOieliddApesrnot rt4Liest that TADS-provide
them with evaluative information on individual progrfilsiti
However, TADS_ts-required tolrePort to'OSE reguTarIyAin'
the technical assistance services it provides to projects,
including needs assessments.

The specific, completed needs.assessment forms and materials
used in a needs aSsessment remain at the TADS office and are
not shared witbany other projects or with OSE. .These materials.

irftlbder

a. The HCEEP Demonstration Project Profile and Summary
Page

b. The Technical Assistance Agreement Work Sheets and

Sequence of ActivitiesiSheets

c. The Needs Assessorks,Report

11: The Pialtiiiion of Needi Assessment Form

TADS does provide two documents to OSE as a result of the needs

assessment. TheY are:

a., A Needs AssessMent SumMary Report

14 Two eOpies bf tilt-Signed Memorthddm'of Agreembnt'between
TADS and the project.'

Both of these documents are sent to the project for review :
before they are sent to OSE.

Finally, TADS providbs OSE with summary data on the needs
assessment of all projects,showing,how needsobreak out across'

program areas and.by year of funding.
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ATTACHMENT 2

HCEEP DEMONSTRATION PROJECT PROFILE

A NEEDS ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

.



TADS WESTAR

HCEEP DEMONSTRATION PROJECT PROFILE:
A Needs Assessment Instrument'

This heeds assesSmeni instrument was developed by the Technical Assistance Development System (TADS) and West-
, -

ern States Technical Assistance Resource (WESTAR). It will be used with HCEEP Demonstration Projects throughout
the United States, to assess project needs which might 'be addressed through systematic technical assistance.

May, 1978
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HCEEP DEMONSTRATION PROJECT PROFILE;
A NEEDS ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

Instructions '

The purposes of this needs assessMent instrument are to:
(a) provide a systematic review of the current statUs of an HCEEP
demonstration project, (b) identify the areas in which further de-
velopment is r.eeded or desired during this year, and (c) define
those areas in whreh technical assiitance can help the project make
the , needed or desired progress. The HCEEP Demonstration Project
Profile is divided into five major program areas: Administration and
Management; Services for Children; Services for Parenti; Staff Devel-
opment; and Demonstration, Dissemination and Continuhtion.

.The profile examines each major program area to determine
a) how extensively each area haibeen Planned and conceptualized,
b) the extent to which the plans inaach program area are being im-
plemented, and c) the ex 9nt to Wiich each program ,area is being
evaluated.

Tasks which are common to many HCEEP demonstration
projects comprise the items on the profile. Additional space is also
provided for any tdsks not captured on the profile. Each task should
be examined using the following steps:

Step I Determine whether the task is relevant to the del
monstration projkt. If the task is not relevant,
circle "0" on the rating scale and proceed to the
next item. '

Step II If the task is relevant, rate the current status of the
project on that task using the following scale:

46

1. "1" Musttae Considered and Planned (The
task is relevant, but work to complete it
has not begun.)

2: " " Task Partly Completed (Work to corn-
plete the task has been started.)

3. "3" Task Completed/In Operation (No addi-
tional work to corcplete the task is

needed. Work related to the task may be
ongoing.)

Step I I Irr- If the current status of thetatk is rated either "1"
or "2," determine whether the status of that task
should change during this year in order for the de-
monitration project to make needed or desired pro-
gress. If a change in status is indicated, record the
desired status in the space provided. For example, a
task may be rated at "1" and the desired status
for, the end of the year is "3."' Record a 3 in the
space provided. 'If rip change in status is desired
write NC in the space provided.

Step IV For every task where a deSired change in status has
been indicated, determine whether the project can
make the desired progress using its own resources,
or whether technical,assistance will be necessary to
achieve the 'desired progress. If technical assistance
is needed, place a check ( %./ ) in the space pro-
vided. A technical assistaime need may, also be
indicated in relation to a task that has been lated
"3"Task Completed/In Operation. In such cases
the purpose of the technical assistance would' be
to 'enhance the project's procedures in that task
area.

4;



ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

This section deals with the overall organization, administration and management of
the project.

Conceptualization ,

PROGRAM PLANNING

The project has a written statement of .

1. . . the overall program philosophy.

2. . .. project goals and objectives consistent with the program philosophy.

3. . .. activities and timelines for the achievement of each goal and objective.

4. . .. the project's organizaional structure.

5. . . the roles and responsiHli Lies between the project and the local fiscal agency.

6. ... a policy for involvement with other agencies and projects.

7. regular project review.

8. . . . procedures for informed consent, due process and assurance of confidentiality.

PC RSONNE L

The project has a written.statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures far .

9, . . . identifying current and future staffing needs.

10. .. . developing job descriptions and qualifications for all project staff.

11. . recruitment that meets the needs of the project and falls within legal guidelines.

PtlYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS ,

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . .

12. .. . preparing the project's physical facilities.

13. . .. identifying equipment and supplies to be purchased. 6

11. . . meetinLthe transportation needs of children, parents and/or staff.

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
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ADMINISTRATION AND`MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

FiNANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . . .

15. , . . reviewing the budget during the current year. 0 1 2 3

16. ... expending funds, accounting for expenditures, initiating budget changes and purchasing. 0 1 2 3 .

17. .. . meeting the cost analysis information needs of the project. 0 1 2 3

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
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EVALUATION PLANNING

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures tor. . . .

18. .. identifying the aucVences for the evaluation and their information needs. 0 1

19. ... identifying the major a. eas of the program to be evaluated. .0 1 2 3

20. .. . determininv the specific kinds of information to be collected for each selected

component. 0 1 2 3

21. .. . selecting the oroceduresend/or instruments for collecting the required information. 0 1 2 3

22, ... selecting procedures to be used in analyzing and interpreting the data. , 0 2 3

23. .. . determining staff and nonstaff (if applicable) responsibilities for evaluation. 0 1 2 3

24. .. . establishing a timeline for data collection and analysis. 0 1 2 3

25. . determining procedures for presenting the evaluetion to its intended audiences. 0 1 2 ,

26. .. . establishing a tystem for continuous evaluation feedback to the staff. 0 , 1 2 3

RECORDS AND REPORTS

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . .

-27. . . designing a recdfds and filing system for each project component.

28. . preparing row:ins to BE H, the local fis'cal agency and/or potential so.urces of

continuation funding.

1.1

0

0 1 2
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ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

'Atc/ISO RV' BDA R

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated Ors and procedut4s for .` .

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
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29. .. . determining the advisory board's membership.

30. ,.. .idetermining the roles and functions of the advisory boerd.

31. . . . scheduling and conducting advisory board meetings.

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

,2

2

3

3

3'"'

COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

The project has a written statement of anOor clearly delineated plans and procedures for . .

32. . . establishinc liaisOn with other local end state agencies. 0 1 2 3

33. .. . participating in plarmir g efforts for services to young handicapped children and their
families at .he co,imunity and/or state level. 0 1 2

OTHER CONCEPTUALIZATION TASKS:
4 0 1 2 3

0 1 2- 3 01/114r

r

Implementation

PROGRAil PLANNING

34. Project goals and objectives are being reviewed and/or revised to reflect any shifts in program
"ptarintng and dayeIgpment. 0 1 23

35. Progress toward the achieveinent of each project goal and objective is being maintained
according to eitabilsiied timehnea. 2 3

36. All aspects of the project's organizatiOnal structure are operational. 1 2 3
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CUR R ENT PROJECT STATUS
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ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

The roles and responsibilities between the project and its local fiscal agency are being carried

out as established.

38. Regular project review procedures are being carried out as established.

39. Procedures for providing informed consent, due process and assurance of confidentiality

are being carried out as established.

PE4SONNE

40. Project staff have been hired.

41. Project staff are carrying out their respective responsibilities as described in their job '

descriptions.

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMEN) S

42. Needed physical facilities havVeen secured and/or prepared.

43. Supplies and equipment have been purchased,

44. The transportation system is in operation.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

45. Procedures for expending and monitoring project funds have been implemented.

46. Proc was to meet the cost analysis information needs of the project have been

impfb1ented.

EVALUATION PLANNING

47. All instruments and procedures have been purchased and/or developed.

48..A system for collecting, storing and retrieving evaluation data is operational for each

program component.
49. Methods for processing and analyzing data are operational:
50. Mechanisms for preparing reports containing evaluation data for target audiences

are operational.

- 0

0



7,41DMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

51. A system for regularly providing evaluation feedback to the staff is operational.

RECORDS AND REPORTS

52. The records and filing system(s) are established and operational.

53. Reports are being prepared as required or needed.

ADVISORY BOARD

54. The advisory b ard mel,V)ership is complete.

55. The advisor y I nard is fulfilling its roles and functions.

COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

56. Information is being exchanged with other preschool programs and agencies.

57. The project is represented in community/state planning 'efforts for providing services

to young handicapped children and their families.

58. The children being served in the project are included in the LEA/SEA child count.

OTHER IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

5 6
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ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
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Evaltiation

59. Evaluation data on goals and objegtivevelated to administration are being collected. 0 1 2 3

60. A list of the project staff, job titles and role descriptions is available. 0 1 2 3 ,

61. An organizational chart showing staff responsibilities and coordination is available. 0 1 2 3

62. Evaluation reports and/or other required records and reports are available for review. 0 1 2 3

63. Documentation of contacts, referrals and other coordinated activities with other

agencies is available. 0 1 2 3

64. Minutes of advif ley board meetings and documentation of other advisory board activities

are available 0 1 2 3

J



SERVICES F9R CHILDREN COMPONENT

This component identifies tasks related to providing services for the project's children.
It includes locating, screening and admitting children into the project. It also deals with curriculum
development and carrying out 1EP's.

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS

0
Cu

g.0

Conceptualiiation

1. The project has a written statement of the philosophy/theoretical approach to the project's
services to young handicapped children. 0 1

2. The project has a written statement of goals and objectives for the Services for Children
Component. 0 1 2

3. The project has a written statement of the number and type(si of children to be served (by
age and handicapping condition). 0 1 2 3

The project has a wr,tten stdtern,,nt of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . . .

4. . . locating chik ren tl- 3t mit,ht be eligible for the project (casefinding). 0 1 2 3

5. screening children to determine their eligibility for the project. 0 1 2 3

6. . . admitting children into the program (including established admission criteria). 0 1 2 3

7.. . referring handicapped children who are not admitted into the project" 0 1 2 3

8. providing an assessment for each child admitted to the project that is appropriate and
non-discriminating. 0 1 2 3

9. developing an individualized educational plan (I EP) for each child admitted to the project
that conforms to state and federal guidelines. 0 2 3

10. . uting assessment data ir the development of the annual and short term goals in a child's
IEP. 0 1 2 3

11. developinginstructional plans to meet the annual and short term goals in a child's IEP. 0 1 2 3

12. . collecting data on each child's progress toward annual and short term goals and using the
data for decision making. 0 1 2 3

13. documenting the progress of children using reliable instruments administered at program
entry and at predete'rmined point.4 in time. 0 1 2 3

14. developing or adopting an overall curriculum for the project. 0 1 2 3

15. .. acquiring services for children from other agencies. 0 1 2 3

6i



SERVICES FOR CHILDREN COMPONENT

-f,

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for .- . .

CUR RENT PROJECT STATUS
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6V16. . . . assisting o ther programs into which children are placed when they leave the project.

17. . . . assigningt staff responsibilities within the Services for Children Component. ,b

18. . . . maintaining records on the activities of the Services for Children Component. 0

OTHER CONCEPTUALIZATION TASKS:

Implementation

19. Casefinding activities are ongoing or completed for this year. 0

20. screening activities are ongoing or completed for this yearv 0

21. The project has admitted and is currently serving the number and type(s) of children

specified in its plans. 0

22. Referral procedures for handicapped children who were not admitted to the project have

been carried out. 0

23. Assessment procedures have been carried out for each child admitted to the project. 0

24. An I EP has been developed for each child admitted to the project. 0

25. Procedures for developing instructional plans for each child and collecting data for instruc

tional decision making haie been implemented. 0

26, Procedures for documenting the progress of children using reliable instruments have been

implemented according to established timelines. 0

27. An overall curriculum for the project has been developed or adopted and is being

implemented. 0
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SERVICES FOR CHILDREN COMPONENT

CURRENT PROJECT STIATUS
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28. Sufficient curriculum' materials have been acquirecho carry out the project's instructional
program. 0

29. Records are being maintained on the activities of the Services for Children Component. 0

30. An individual record file on each child served by the project is being maintained. 0

31. Rrocedures for securing services for children through other agencies have been implemented. 0

32, Procedures'for assisting a child's transition into another program have been implemented. 0

OTHER IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

Evaluation

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2, 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

1 2 3

Data are being collected to . . .

. document that the criteria for selection of children for project services have been
established and are being followed. 0 1

34. ... document services provided or.secured for children not accepted-into the program. 0 1

35. .. . document other services (external to the project) obtained for project children. 0 1

36. ... document that the planned services were provided to project children. 0 1

37. .. . document the extent to which each child has attained the instructional objectives
of the IEP. 0 1

38. ... document the extent to which the goals and objectives of the Services for Children
Component have been attained. 0 1

39. ... document the extent to which parents are satisfied with project services for their

b children. 0 1

40. ... document the progress of children apart from each child's I EP. 0

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 , 3

2 3
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SERVIdES FOR PARENTS COMPONENT

This component identifies tasks that relate to the project's program for serving parents
and other family members and for involving parents in project operations. Tasks in this section
may also apply to other caregivers such as aides (in institutional settings) or foster parents.

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
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Conceptualization

The project has a written statement of the philosophy for parent and family involvement
with the project. 0 1 2

2. The project has a written statement of goals and objectives for the Services for Parents
Component. 0 1 2 3

The project has a written stbiement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . . .

3. . : orienting pi. ents dri,I ither family members to the project. 0 1 2 3

4. determil the nee.s parents that can be addressed by the project. 0 1 2 3

5. 1. providing direct project services for parents. 13 1 2 3

6. . providing types of 'parent involvement other than receiving direct services. 0 I 2 3

7. . . identifying needs and acquiring serviced for parents from other agencies. 0 1 2 3

8 providing ,raformation and'involvement for parents as required in PL 94 142 and HCEEP
guidelines. 0 1 2 3

9. . assigning staff responsibilities within the Seryices for Parents Component. '0 1 2 3

10. . maintaining records on the activities of the Services for Parents Component. 0 1 2 3

OTHER CONCEPTUALIZATION TASKS:

0 1 2 3

O 1
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SERVICES FOR PARENTS COMPONENT

Implementation

11,1y The philosophy, goals, and objectives for parent and family involvement has been
communicated to staff and parents.

Materials necessary for implementing the activities of the Services for Parents Component
have been developed andtor: acquired.

Procedures for orienting parents and other family members to the project have been
implemented.

14. Procedures for determin,iig the needs of parents have been implemented.

16. P4jcedures,for 1 'ov d nrect project services for par:ents have been implemented.

16. Pro ures fig orovidinc .y 'es of parent involvement other than receiving direct project
serv,ices0ave be_n imp,mented.

17, Procedur s for identifying needs and acquiring services for parents from other agencies have
been.in'iplemented.

18. Procedures for providing information and involvement for parents as required in PL 94-142
and HCEEP guideline'S hsvebeen implemented..

19. Records on the activities of the Services for Parents Component are being maintained.

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS

so

OTHER IMPLEMENTATION TASKS
I



SERVICES FOR PARENTS COMPONENT

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
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Evaluation

Data are being collected Id) . .

O. ... document existing needs of project parehts. 3

21 ,document the extent to which planned services have been delivered. 1 2 3

22. . . . document the extent to which other types of parent involvement have occurred. 3

23. . . document the extent to whith goals and objectives of the Services for Parrts
Component have been attained. 3

24. . document the 'extent to which parents are satisfied wilt) project services for themselves, 0 2 3

25. . document th extent() r progress (or change) in parents where appropriate. 0 1 2 3

I.



STAFF DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

This component identifies tasks that relaie to the professional development of project
staff. It includes determining staff development needs, resources, and plans to meet those needs.

C 0 R R EN T PROJECT STATUS
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Conceptualization

1 The project has a written statement of goals and objectives for the Staff Development
Component. 1

The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . . .

2. . orienting staff to the,project and the Handicapped Children's Early Education Program. 0 1 2 3

3. . . ildentifying the competencies necessary to fulfill each staff role. 0 1 2 3

4. . . . determining staff development/training needs. 0 1, 2 3

5. . a staff develo iment/training program that addresses the currently identified needs. 0 1 2 3

6. . assigning stai` respoisibil ties within the Staff Developrfient Component. 0 1 2 3

7. . maintaining records on the activities of the Staff Development Component. 0 1 2 3

OTHER CONCEPTUALIZATION TASKS:

0

2

Implementation

8. Current staff have been oriented to the project and to the Handicapped Children's Early
Education Program.

9. Staff development/training needs have been identified.

10. Resources needed for implementing the staff development/training program have been
acqu i red.

0
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

11. Staff development activities are ongoing and/or completed.

12. ofiecords on the activities of the Staff Development Component are being maintained.

OTHER IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

Evaluat,ion

CURREN I PROJECT STATUS

Data are being collected to .

13 . . document the existing staff development needs of project staff.

14. document the extent to which all planned staff development activities were provided.

15. ... docernent the extent to whf4h goals and objectives of thd.Staff Development,Component
have been attained.

16. ... document the extent to which staff members were satisfied with the staff development
program. 2,

17. document the extent of progress or change in staff knowledge/skills at a'result

of staff development activities (where appropriate).

18. document the extdnt to which project staff have acquired the competencies necessary

to fulfill their respective staff roles. -

2 3

3

0 1 2 3
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DEMONSTRATION, DISSEMINATION AND CONTINUATION COMPONENT

This section identifies tasks related to the project's plans for impacting upon its com-

munity and state during the three year demonstration phase. It includes plans for communicating

with the general public and with specific target audiences. It'also deals.with plans for acquiring

continuation funding beyond the three years of BEN support.

Conceptualization

CURRENT PIOJECT STATUS
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1. The project has a written statement of goals and objectives for the Demonstration,

Dissemination and Continuation Component. 0 1 2 3

The proiect has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . . .

2. . .. developing public awareness of the need for services for young handicapped children. 0 1 2 3

3. , providing information to the public about the project. I
o 1 2 3

4. . .. selecting the aspects of the project that will be disseminated. 0 1 2 3

5. . selecting the target audiences for the project's demonstration and dissemination

activities. 0 1 2 3

6. . . influencing the selected target audiences. 0 1 2 3

7. . . developing specific products to be used in demonAration and dissemination actkvities. 0 1 2 3

8. .. demonstrating the project to on:Site visitors. 0 1 2 3

. . . carrying put dissemination activitips with the selected target audiences.' 0 1 , 2 3

10. . , identifying potential sources for continuation funding.

11. .. collecting and organizing the information needed for soliciting continuation funding.

12. . . presenting the project's request for continuation funding to the identified

funding sources. 0 .1 ',2 3

13. . . assigning staff responsibilities within the Demonstration, Dissemination and Continuation

Component. 0 1 2 3,

14. . . maintaining records on the activities of the Demonstration, Dissemination and

Continuation Component. 0 1 W 2 3

0 1 '.?.2 3

0 1 '2 3

OTHER CONCEPTUALIZATION TASKS:

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 .

MIIIMINNOINO
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DEMONSTRATION, DISSEMINATION AND CONTINUATION COMPONENT -

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
v
a,,.. c v

...
a.. g ).

4% .g)cm ci 0 co 7i '0 a .°
6. . u ,,,. 0

Et 4 co Er. tr 1 k E 'A
tg .1) -x E a co .- 'o 0 XI _o 4 C n 2zi-

Implementation

15. Plans for developing public awareness of the need for services for young handicapped children

have been implemented. 0 3

16. Plans for providing information to the public about the project have been implemented. 0 i 2 3

17. The target audiences for the projett's demonstration and dissemiriation activities have

been selected. 0 1 , 2

18. All planned demonstrat.on/dissemination products have been develoPed. 0

19. Procedures for lemonsiting the project to on-site visitors have been implemented.
20. Procedures c carrying uu, dissemination activities with selected target audiences 0 1.2 3

have been imAimente.d. 0 1 2 `3

321. Potential sources for cpntinuation funding trave been identified. 6 1 2

22. Information needed for soliciting continuation funding has been collected and organized
for preientation to identified continuation funding sources. 0 1 -2 3

23. Stratogies for presepting the project's requests for continuation funding are beirlg carried out. 0 1 2 3

24. Records on theaetive.ies am.Derponstration, Ditsemination and Continuation Component
are being maintained. 0, 1 2

13

OTHER IMPLEMENTATION TASKS;

I

,
1 2 3

Oi 1 2 3

73



DEMONSTRATION, DISSEMINATION AND CONTINUATION COMPONENT

Evaluation

Data are being collected to .

25. .. , document the level of knowledge of persons receiving demonstration information
(Where appropriate).

26 . . . document the extent to which all planned demonstration, dissemin tion and
continuation activities were carried out.

27. . . . document the extent to which the goals and objectives of the Demonstration,
Disseminam n,and Continuation Component were met.

28. documei t the extent to which demonstration and dissemination audiences were satisfied

with the act.vities twheru appropriate).

29. . . document the number of replication sites and number of children served in each site

(where appropriate). ,

ki

CURRENT PROJECT STATUS

. V)
, .. ....

:?..5
124,

> "cu e
A .2..
*, 5 " p

co , x 1 ai 1-

...
0

1... c

a 0
al

0 1 2 3'

0 1 2 3.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 .3

0 1 2. 3
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August 1979 INCEEP MODEL DEVELOPMENT GU,I,D E

Ai YEAR ONE 7 41ILY DOUGH DICEMRER FIRST MID YEAR REPORT Ai

MANAGEMENT FUNCTION moort. COMPONENTS'
CONCEPTOALIZATINE--IIRGET POPULATION INTERAWON TT-47-DEVELOPMENT_LISERVICESTO PANIYIT- EyALUATTON

PROGnA04.00iNG

I ENENTAT ION

PM/GRAM EVALUATION
AND MODIFICATION

PROGRAM MAINTE

_NANCE ANOWNSTITU-
TIONALIZATION

RevieW Of philoso-
phitil approach"
after funding,

other aCtivitiet

Written specifica-
tions for target
population and
referral'procedures

Adaptation and
changes inftpproach

Begin procest of
making others aware
of approach

Select appro

Priate curri-
culum, assess-
ment prOcedures

Write and review.
position description
and compare with .

other componentt,

Hire ttaff and begin
staff develOpment

precets

Write parent
programming-procer
dures

Evaluation
4esign:
draft writ-

ten; data
collection
begun on
staff deve-
lopment

rmori5T. 1.1

Identifi variou
professionaland
-parent grou0s

aipOtentiat
interested
partiet

Inform

papers,
TV, news
'media, of
project.
Alert
agency
officials

MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

Al YEAR ON - JANUARY THROUGN JUNE FIRSTANNUAL REPORT

MODEL COMPONENTS
CONCEPTUALIZATION TARGET POPULATION

'PROGINWO MOANING

INTERVENTION STAFF DEVELOPMENT'. SERV.ICE__TIL MEMS EVALUATION DEMONSTRATION Al will/mum

PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION

Selection of Child-
ren begun, begin-
ning Of January

* PROGRAM EVALUATION
AND MODIFICATION

Review in terms of
appropriateness
and relevance

PROGRAM
MRINTENANCE'Nk
INSTITUTIOMALIM,
TION

PROGRAM
EXPANSION

13'5

Conceptualization,
should be firm at
this point but
subject to adapta-
tion

In place and
children being
served'by Jan-
uary. Assess-
ment and teach
ing begun

Initial.Weekly.
assessments of
appropriateness
of interven-
tion

Staff development
conlnues

Develop schedule
and timelines for
staff development

Established and
firm by close of
yeat

MMjor content
of interventior
strategies re-
viewed and in
olace by end

Itf_firayeac.

.Selection of proce-
dures for parental
involvement--
tiMelines,etc.

Data collec-
Lion begun
on all pro-
gram com-
ponents

Planning con-
tinues with
target audience
selection

,

Demonstritfmte Printing Of
parents, commu- brochures and
nity members target aud-

iences se-
lected

Look to interna
targets to in-,
stitutienalize
procedures

I Begin to
systemati-,
cally look

for contin-
uation funds

A 4 r

Identify sites
and groups for
demonstration

look for .

external
target for
possible
replication__
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MANAGEMENT Fliwctiom
IZATIOCONCEPTUALN

PROGRAM PLANNING

PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION

PROGRAM EVALAUATION
AND MODIFICATION

--

ALL COMPONENTSI IMPLEMENTED

AA OAR TWO - Mom! MOWN CfrOND MID YR 1014R1I AA
11 0 p.ric0 11 p9NINI

IARGTT vouimum ThTrRvN1 iou T7irI PTVITOPMINI, StRRICP, TO PARINft

Reassessment with
minor daptations

Tiiii71pbss e re- 711Tia c ons
definition's and on ioterveri-
improvement of tion strategies
referral system

PROGRAM
.MAINTENANCE AND
INSTITUTIONALIZA-
TION

PROGRAM
EXPANSION

addition of new
staff and pos-
sible changes

Lontinuei
improved parent
involvement

TVAlatifION

Plan draft
evaluation
reports for
external

audienceS

Data collet-
tion pro-
cess with
final

adaptations

Page 2 Of 3

1-1401(S15AT ION DIS-SEMINN 10N

begin
planning
of, final

products

ities in -

rease with
hasis on

isitations

reject
activities
nd liaison
ith Communi-

or disse'w
nation

np is s
n.exter-

al devel,-
pewit

Exp orat on
f possible

new demo
sites

MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

PROGRAM PLANNING

CONCEPTUALIZATI

' PROGRAM:
IMPLEMENTATION

AR ET

AA YEAR TWO.- JANUARY THROUGH JUNE SECOND ANNUAL REPORT la

LATION

ALL MODEL

PROGRAM EVALUATION
AND MODIFICATION

ALL MODE'L

MODEL- COMPONENTS
MTN 7-7STATOEVELOPMENT SERVICES TO PARENTS

COOPONENTS FULLY!

C OMPONENTS PERIO 0:I

PROGRAM
MAINTENANCE AND
INSTITUTIONALIZA"
TION

PROGRAM
EXPANSION

ALL MODEL

INTERNAL
INFORMATI
Preliminary
considerations of
adaptations

MPLEMENTED

OMPONENTS FINAL! 710

uolEncEs ARE PROVIDE
NI _

Consideration
of changes
which can :lead
to increased
target population

ALLY RIVIEi

A N D

W I T II

EVALUATION DEMONSTRATION ISSENINVON

Planning
of final
product5

completed

Oita collec-
tion on all
program com-
ponents
fully opera-
tional

E

Drafts of
products
completed

Review of Demonstration Review of
finalize to all inter- drafts by'
draft evalua-ested audienc TA person-
tions report-reviewed nel, BEH
inglormsts systematicall Staff,olttens

Review
by inter-
nal audi-
ences

---------
Identifi-
cation
-and formal
contätt
with
potential

replication

8 6
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,

' 1111 6 YEAR 411R1 I - Juty nimum ni ci 1411 U 1H1 RD MID VI AR RI POR1.

MANAGEMENT FUNCTION 1 monct COMPONI,NTS-
CONCEPTOUVATIpl. in-qty. ovoiriMvir lif.rt MA Wripir -clAri IN Intsiiiitlit sFRICES To

, a . _ __.

PROGRAM PLANNING

PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION ALL MODE

PROGRAM EVALUATION
AND MODIFICATION!

C 0 HPONEN TS FULL IMPL,EMET E

11a
Page 3 of 3

PaINA 11,111attoft::pmaNspula*-InStpuN Tt0E-
-1

Plan for dissem-
ination in year(s)
after grant

Tull implement-C.77--
tion of.dissemi-
nation with pro-
ducts ready for
printing or pro-

FINAL MIN R A DA P
DEVE

ATIONS BE
UPMENT

PROGRAM MAINTENANCE
AND INSTITUTIONALI-
ZATION

PROGRAM EXPANSION

FORE' FINAL iin mdi fica-
tions

pate Collec-
tion for all
external au .

diences com.
pleted

Covwdtment.for
contimuation
secured; full
demonstration
activities

1,

Oisseminatfon tc
target audivnces .

on plans for con-
tinuatibm and in-

dicators of suc- ".
cess

1i 11 11 YEAR THREE 7 JANUARY THROUGH JUNE - FINAL REPORT

MANAGEMENT FUNCTION MODEL COMP° N,

PROGRAM PLANNING
CONCEPTUALIZATION TARGET POPULATION orERITNImp STAFF (lEAL

PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION ALL MODE L CONDONE N -TS IMP LEMENT

NEATATI
AL REP

ECURED

0

_

PROGRAM EVALUATION
AND MODIFICATION

EVALUATI ON DATAA
ANALYZED

ND DOCU
FOR FIN

PROGRAM MAINTENANCE
AND INSTITUTIONAL!-

,
ZATION

F.0 N D S F I

REPLICAf1-0-11

R CONTINU

'SITE(

ATIONS

) ANDAPROGRAN EXPANSION

Plans for in-
creasing dem-
onstration ef-
forts with new.
funding source,

Replication ac-
tivities in place
and implemented

A 4

...,

?MINT SERVICES_TO PARENTS

A

EVALUATION DEMON5TRATION DISSENINATION

A

I

. D

0 N
i R T

.

.

.

C 0 WI I L E D A
, A

N D .
% . tine Report, ...

with all Data

IS

.
.

,

,

, ...

.

'And products
.provided to

.0.S.E. +TO
8 8d ys fter

June 30)
.

IN FULL OPERATION ' 6
.

w

CTIVITI

86.
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r' 0 illi
EXiirieLE CURRENT PROJECT STATUS

D PROFILE PAGE to*
___::-.564,v4cEs-FewetifteRetteomitrawr - t 1

F O f
iu c

7.2t
& 4 a4 ., 11This component identifies tasks, related to providing services for the project's children.
i g i 1 1 S II o

It includes locating, screening and admitting children into the project. It also deals with curriculum i- cdevelopment and carrying out IErs. ,

Conceptualization

The project has a written statement of the philosophy/theoretical approach to the project's
services to young handicapped chilOren. 0 1 0 3The project has a written statement of goals and objectives for the Services for Children
Component.

1 2 03. The project has a written statement of the number and type(s) of children to be served (by
age and handicapping conditioh).

0 1 2 0The project has a written statement of and/or clearly delineated plans and procedures for . . .
4. locating children that might be eligible for the project (case-finding). 0 1 2
5. screening children to determine their eligibility for the project. 0 1 2
6. admitting children into the program (including established admission criteria). 0 1
7., referring handicapped children whO are not admitted into the project. 0 1 () -3--8. providing an assessment for each child admitted to the project that is appropriate and

non-discriminating.
0 1 0 39. developing an individualized educational plan (I EP) for each child admitted to the project- that conforms to state and federal guidelines. 0 1 0 3 .J.10. using assessment data in the development of the annuaand'Short term goals in a child's

11.

I EP.
, , 0 1 3 .0--

developing instructional plans to meet the annual and short term goals in a child's I EP. 0 1 2 3 -3.- 12. collecting data on each child's progress toward annual and short term goals and using the
data for decision making.

.
0 1 0 3 -e--13. documenting the progress of children using reliable instruments administered at progrem

entry anclat predetermined points in time. ,a1 , ....
0 1 2 3 .a _L.14. developing or adopting an overall curriculum for the project. 0 1 2 3 a_15. acquiring services for children from other agencies. 0 1. 9 1
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HCEEP DEMdNSTRATION PROJECT PROFILE
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;.: HCEEP DEMONSTRAT ION PROJECT PROF I LE

SUMMARY PAGE

DIrections: (1) Aft'er completing the entire HCEEP Demonttration Project Profile: A Needs Assessment Instrument, CIRCLE the numbers of each task in each pro-
grufrcomponent that you indicated a desire for change in status during the current funding yr.

(2) Place a "X" through any circled task number that you indicated a need for "outside" or technical assistance.

(3) Example: (I) 2 3 0 5 08) 8

I. Administration and Management ComPonent

Program Planning

Personnel

Physical Arrangements

Financial Administration

Evaluation Planning

Records and Reports'

Advisory (Wards

Coordination with Other Agenctes

II. Services to Children Component

III. Services.to Parents Component

IV. Staff Development Component

V. Demonstration, Dissemination and Continuation Component'

90

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASES

Conceptualization Implementation Evaluation

_

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 34 35 36 37 38 39 61 62 63 64

9 10 11 40 41

12 13 14 42 43 44

15 16 17 45 46

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 47 48 49 50 51

27 28 52 53 L

29 30 31 54 55

32 33 56 57 58

0t. Ot. ___

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 p 9 10 11 12 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

I

13 14 15 16 17 18', 28 29 30 31 32 , 40

. Ot. Ot.
Ot.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Ot.
i

Ot. Ot.

1.2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Ot. Ot. of.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 16 17 18 19 201_21 22.23 25 26_27 28 29

13 14 Ot. 24 Ot. Ot.
------- --- ---- ---

II

11M-14
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E-XAMPLE r

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

TADS

Technical Assistance Development System
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina-

AND

BABY-Learninl and PARENTING.Project
City, State ,

, Talbot L. Black Date
Associate Director; TADS

Name

title

Number of TAA's enclosed

TADS TA Coordinator: Name

9 r

Date



TECHNICAL ASSI CE AGREEMENT

Priority Number 1

PROJEUNAPAE.- BABY- Learning and.PARENTING Project

ADDRESS,.

NEED.'

f

EXAME ,

ID: 12345

DATE

(City) (State) Now
S. *

Assistance in the refinement and selection of appropriate and non-discriminatory assessment techniques

fqr project's infants, ages birth to 36 months.

TARGET:

FOCUS OF IT6INICAL ASSISTANCE:

:Coordinator, Child Development Specialist, and Home Therapists (5)

Skill Development

Technical Assistance Objectives Technical Assistance Activihes Technical Assistance Documentation

1. By January 18, 19--
the designated project
staff will be able to
administer the "Ordi-
nal Scales of Psychq-,
logical Development"
and interpret the
results.

qe,

1.1 By November 17, 19-- the prdject will complete and send to
TADS a Consultation Preparation Form.

1.2 BY December 1, 19-- TADS will identify and confirm with the
project the consultant. TADS will support.the consultant's
services for up to 1 1/2 days and 1 visit to the project.

1.3 By December 15, 19-- TADS and the projectwill confirm the
dates of the consultant's visit.

. `N.

1.4 By January 11, 19-- the consultant will visit the project
for 1 1/2 Aays to provide training on Uzgiris and Hunt
Scales through demonstration to and obs rvation of the
project staff.'

1.5 By January 25, 19-- the consultant will send,to the project
and a copy to TADS a summary report on the Visit including
recomnendations for folloW-up activities.

1.6 By January 29-, 19-- the designated staff will send TADS a
completed Evaluation of Consultation report form.

1. TADS receives forms and
reports referred to in
Activities #1.1, 1.5,
and 1.6.



ATTACHMENT 7

EXAMPLE OFIIECHNIICAL ASSISTANCE

AGREEMENT WORK SHEET



II °EXAMPLE fb. .
NEED

PRIORITY
NUMBER

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT WORK SHEET I

PROJECT: Epley Leohissing s, PMENT7A/fr Project

I. NEED STATEMENT: "Assistince in re.-PirsteneMi keA selection 6 f eXperikp ri Ae
a.".a Nom- cliscriodruchsty &nes' oweAt leglIArAts fOr co."

aces tisrtk fo 36 morsiht

4

II. FOCUS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
(Choose only QNE focus for each objective)

Knowledgeand Awareneis

X. Skill Dei;elopment

- Product Development

Decision/Change

"MI

III. TARGE4S OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
(List by title the staff person(s) involved in
addressing this need)

Prelezt caota;"4-1+0,-)cA:101

Oeuelopsieed spec ;44)&4
3 noint. TherApi5ts

IV. DEADLINE(S):
(Date or dates of technical assis-
tance objectives should be com-
pleted)

3(1,111.0. rse ig) /9 SO

V. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OBJECTIVE FORMULA: BY THE
(See No. IV above for deadline(s) (see No, III for targets)

a.

b.
C.

d.

(choose pne of the following)

(if the focus of technical assistance is knowledge and awareness state) WILL BE KNOWLEcl;o LE (and then stath the specific knowledge
to be acquired).
(if the focus of technical assistance is skill development state) WILL BE ABLE TO (and then state the specific skill(s) 'to be acquired).
(if the focus of technical assistance is product development state) WILL DEVELOP (arid then state the product to be developed):
(if the focus a technical assistance is decision/change state) WILL SELECT. ADOPT, OR REVISE (then state the decision/change to be
made).

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OBJECTIVE(S): use the above formula to write objective(s) 1,

8y 30 0.6,vy Pro 0101 tht oksilndteJ firoje stm ff vi;.11 be
&ink +0 tk ".0rA&I ScoJes é Ply eito 67; Cal

Oevtlepoiesa " ama interfret 11%, rcsu.1+3

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES: (check the technical assistance delivery method or combination of methods that will be used to
address the need)

On-Site COMultation Information Services Review and Critique Project Visitation

Off-Site Consultation Small Group Consultation Other (describe)

Choose the Sequence of Technical Assistance Activities work sheet(s)
that corresponds to the delivery method selected in VI. above. Com-
plete the work sheet(s) and attach.
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EXAMPCE II

SEQUENCE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANC1 ACTIVITIES

FOR

I ON-SITE CONSULTATIONS1

NEED
PRIORITY
NUMBER.

VII: Sequence of Activities: The primary purpose for this form is to indicate the dotes of the activities that both the project staff ant TADS
need to accomplish in order to addrese the technical assistance objective and need that are anociated with this activity %equine:1:1f more
than one objective is listed for an individual need there should besepante activities indicated for each objective. See Section III of the
manual for a more detailed dlscu.ion of how to use this form. (*The first step should occur at least two to three weeks after completion
of the needs assessment)

STEPS
,

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

NOTE!

Step

I By Nove:ftbir MI /1-- (date).*
(8 weeks prior to Step 4)

2 ay Oete"ber 9-- (date).
(6 weeks prior to Step 4)

3 By eVe0.1 be r If* ir".
I (4 weeks prior to Step 4)

4, By AilkAuldury
(as requested by the project)

A

(date).

(date),

5 . ay Cl it (silty 241 4-- (date).
(2 weeks after StepoS)

6. By 4ateAo ry
(2 weeks after Step 4)

(date).

the project will complete and send to TADS a Consultation Preparation
Form.

TADS.will identify and confirm with the projeci ;hp consultant(s). TADS
will support the consultant's services for up to .L1L days and L.-visits
to tice project. (Specify the nuMber Of consultant days and visite.)

TADS and the project,will confirm the dates of the consultant's visit.

the consultant will visit the project for 1,...*tdays to Prot, i_de- *min-

i ^9, on +he U;e13 .414 ligoa reaki tit reullii
40.1041fIrofion *Ai 4strvaiisno; ?reek} StAft
(Please specify number of days of consultant's first visit and the specific
tasks to be addressed, use the back of this form of more space Is needed.)

the consultant Will send to the project and a copy to TADS a summary
report on the visit inclidlng recommendations for follow-up activities.

the designated staff will send,TADS a completed Evaluation of Consulta-
tion report form.

Since these steps rePresent the minimal preparation and followup activities, you are encouraged to build in other aitivities that will help
both you and TADS to address the need and objective. Please use the below space and the reverse of this page. Ele sure to date the acti-

ty and fit itinto the sequence above by renumbering the steps.

By

VIII, RECOMME,NDATIONS, QUALIFICATIONS, ANO OTHER INFORMATION: Please list below any specific qualifications the consultant
should have and/or requested consultants for this activity.

A. I. h OPieh Vqi oArn ten Ca4 f
and iwtEr petit+, ik a 25401 04 11%j Scales fbr vary 'ygt6n9 44-Hs

or mi 'fb ert I 11.1 icot ed iSgen+.1
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ATTACHMENT 9

NEEDS ASSESSMENT SUMMARY REPORT



NAME tF PROJECT:

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

'

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

. NEEDS ASSESSMENT SUMMARY REPORT'

PROJECT'S NEEDS
ASSESSMENT FACILITATOR:

(NAME) (TITLE)

NEEDS ASSESSOR (If provided by TADS):

DATES OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT:

TADS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE COORDINATOR:

PROJECT STAFF INVOCVED

Name and Title Name and, Ti e

A BRIEF AGENDA OF THE TWO DAYS

Please continue on back if needed.

_No

s


